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****Don't miss the epic finale of T. S. Joyce's bestselling Harper's Mountains series****Kane Reeves

is being hunted. He has done well to keep hidden all these years, but Damon Daye has finally come

to collect on the blood debt of Kaneâ€™s father. Damon has sent a great Bloodrunner Dragon after

him, and Kane can see his death coming. But his huntress is beguiling and sweet, and Kane is

drawn to her in ways he canâ€™t explain. And as he gets to know the sassy beauty, she feels less

like the death of him, and more like his destiny. Too bad sheâ€™s a Bloodrunner, the mortal enemy

of his ancient clan, and on a collision course to end his life.Rowan Barnett has been charged with

the protection of the Bloodrunner Crew while the alpha is unable to shift. The problem? The crew

has chosen the wrong dragon for the job. She has no trust for her unstable inner monster, and now

sheâ€™s lost her treasure. But when a mysterious and unlikely hero decides to help her out, she

begins to think everything happens for a reason. Dark Kaneâ€™s eyes are terrifying, he feels like a

beast, and he looks at her like he could just as easily kill her as kiss her, but there is something

about him that Rowan canâ€™t resist. Something thatâ€™s calling to her dragon and putting them

both on a path of mass destruction.And now Rowan will have to figure out how to protect the world

from the last Blackwing Dragon, while protecting the man she loves from himself.Content Warning:

Explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets. Intended for mature

audiences.
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Kane Reeves was introduced to us in the first book and through out the Harper's Mountains series

we've learn somethings about him. Like how strong, vulnerable, dangerous and lonely he was

despite being around the Bloodrunners.Kane was the last of his family's bloodline, a Blackwing

Dragon. He had been in hiding for years but The Last Immortal Dragon Damon Daye found him and

the ancient dragon wanted to collect the blood debt Kane's father owed. Damon send his

great-granddaughter Rowan to do the job, to hunt the last Blackwing Dragon. Or that what Kane

thought!?Rowan Barnett was send to look after the Bloodrunners since Harper couldn't shift

because of her pregnancy. Rowan felt like she wasn't up to the job, she and her inner beast were

not getting along. Rowan didn't trust her dragon.Rowan and Kane's first encounter was hilarious,

the former was afraid of going on a plane for the first and what were the chances that she would

ended up aotting next to the latter. She talked so much that he couldn't help but smile at her

craziness.Kane thought that Rowan knew about him being the last of his kind and her clan's ancient

enemy, he soon found out that he waa wrong and that she was as clueless as a newborn baby.

That said inmocent Ronan lost her treasure and Kane workes to help her locate it.As they embarked

on this new venture together, they got to know each other better. Kane opened up to Rowan

regarding his inner beast, there was a deep connection between the Bloodrunner and the

Blackwing.Rowan and Kane were becoming more than friends yet the latter wanted to pull away

which was reasonable because their clans had been enemies for centuries. The former was

heartbroken and facing death as the Sickening had begun.
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